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NASA’s Mission
scientific discovery,
To pioneer the future in
 scientific discovery, and…
space exploration,
Aeronautics Research !
I wanted a career where I would…
• Use math and science to work with airplanes…
• Work with people who liked airplanes
• Challenge myself and learn something new everyday
My Mission
Psychology !
My second major:
My first major:
Aerospace Engineering !
Some Dryden Projects …
The first “Aerospace Engineers”...
And their invention that
changed the world...
Powered, Controlled Flight
“The Wright Brothers created the single greatest
cultural force since the invention of writing.  The
airplane became the first World Wide Web, bringing
people, languages, ideas, and values together."
                     -- Bill Gates, CEO, Microsoft Corporation
Bill Gates and the Airplane
NASA Resources for You
Finding the International Space Station in the night sky…
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/realdata/sightings/index.html
The ISS will look like a small, steady point of white light moving
briskly across the sky….
